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Details for the subject:

Electrical generation based on the use of renewables (wind, photovoltaics...) in distribution
systems is continuously increasing. However, those networks have not been initially designed
in order to face such penetration. Therefore, in order to help the secure development of
renewables while limiting the required investments, ensuring sufficient load flexibility is a
solution currently considered by distribution system operators.
In that way, in addition to storage systems, the roll-out of smart meters is imagined and
should allow consumers to modify their consumption according to a price signal. The
installation of those meters will lead to increased data flows to be analyzed and clustered (in
time, geographically...) via statistical procedures (incremental and/or iterative approach,
principal component analysis...). The goal of this proposal is thus to provide to the
distribution system operator a set of mathematical tools that will help him to reduce the
quantity of data (definition of representative networks, customers or, even, periods of time...)
to be considered in the context of an optimized flexibility market.

Research subject, work plan:
The aim is to extract statistical information representing the set of data retrieved following a
large-scale deployment of smart meters in the electrical distribution network. More
particularly, the low voltage network is focused here, and the idea is to limit the amount of
information to board the optimization problem underlying this installation of metering
devices. The objective function involves the continued maximizing technical and economic
advantage of the DSO via a reduction at limited cost (price of deployment awareness
campaign ...) while enabling a good system operation (no overvoltage, no imbalances, ...).
To extract useful information of all data from the so-called smart meters, data aggregation
techniques will be implemented. Clustering will be both temporal (definition of a limited
number of representative quarters of an hour but also a limited number of days of deviation
over the year) as topological (extraction BT type networks, representative topologies) even
geographical (based on correlations). To do this, the use of iterative algorithms ('k-means', …)
and / or will be used. To reduce the size of the problem (size of data vectors to group), the
principal component analysis can also be very useful.
The implementation of temporal and geographical grouping of technical data from smart
meters consists of the first major part of the project.
The second part aims to use obtained representative data (in time and space) for the
development of a decision support tool. This tool will define market models enabling the
maximization, at least cost, technical and economic benefits of various load demand
strategies. This is an optimization problem with astatistical layer (needed to consider the
probability of belonging to a cluster and needed to convolute the temporal and geographical
aspects).
Skills
- Knowledge in electrical engineering and in operating of power systems (electrical networks),
- Knowledge in clustering (principal component analysis, k-means, incremental methods, …)
- Knowledge in stochastic optimization
- Knowledge in load demand strategies
- Motivation for practical works and applications,
- Simulation software: Matlab / Simulink,
- English or French language
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